
2S Water 

Sensors that allow real time water monitoring of 105 different contaminants. 

Did you know there are more than 1000 boil water advisories in Canada? Water monitoring is so antiquated that we generally 

know there is a problem when the population starts to show up in the hospital. 2S Water have a sensor for drinking water    

quality monitoring to ensure that water is safe and clean when it leaves the water treatment facility. We will monitor 105    

different contaminants, including biological indicators, on a real time basis. We function without a skilled user, so that even the 

most underfunded facility can have world class monitoring. And because we sell our sensor as a service, we are part of the    

operational budget and can demonstrate savings greater than our cost, making the purchase decision easy. 2S Water is also  

developing industrial sensors, with a real time lithium sensor as our first offering, and more on the way. With a 2B North     

American market, and secondary industrial markets worth another 28B, we stand to make both a massive difference and an   

exponentially scalable company. We want to empower water treatment facilities and protect populations, here and across the 

world. Imagine a world where you can safely drink the water from the tap. That is the world 2S is building. You can help us build 

it. 

www.2swater.com 

Anthony Nelson — Chairman 

abnelson@2swater.com  

Anthony Nelson is a 10X entrepreneur with 4 exits, including an IPO. He has been a CEO for 25 years, 

managing a group of companies in Alberta. Tony is a computer security expert and programmer.  

Anthea Sargeaunt — CEO 

asargeaunt@2swater.com  

Anthea Sargeaunt is a 3X entrepreneur with more than 15 years experience. She has worked in a variety 

of industries including manufacturing and professional services. She has an MBA.  
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Edmonton, AB Founded in 2017  1—10 Employees 

TRL 4 

Funding Round: Seed 

Event Goal: 

 

- Strategic partner 

- Growth capital  

Key Partners and Recent Accolades 

ACTia Clean Tech Matchmaking Event at SPARK 2019 


